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ABSTRACT

We study destriping as a map-making method for temperature-and-polarization data for cosmic microwave background observations.
We present a particular implementation of destriping and study the residual error in output maps, using simulated data corresponding
to the 70 GHz channel of the P����� satellite, but assuming idealized detector and beam properties. The relevant residual map
is the di� erence between the output map and a binned map obtained from the signal+ white noise part of the data stream. For
destriping it can be divided into six components: unmodeled correlated noise, white noise reference baselines, reference baselines
of the pixelization noise from the signal, and baseline errors from correlated noise, white noise, and signal. These six components
contribute di� erently to the di� erent angular scales in the maps. We derive analytical results for the �rst three components. This study
is related to P����� LFI activities.

Key words. methods: data analysis – cosmology: cosmic microwave background

1. Introduction

Construction of sky maps from the time-ordered data (TOD) is
an important part of the data analysis of cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) surveys. For large surveys like P����� 1 (Planck
Collaboration2005), this is a computationally demanding task.
Methods which aim at �nding the optimal minimum-variance
map (Wright1996; Borrill 1999; Doré et al.2001; Natoli et al.
2001; Yvon & Mayet 2005; de Gasperis et al.2005) are com-
putationally heavy and require large computers. Also, a faster
method is needed for Monte Carlo studies to assess systematic
e� ects, noise biases, and error estimates.

Destriping (Burigana et al.1997b; Delabrouille1998; Maino
et al. 1999, 2002; Revenu et al.2000; Sbarra et al.2003;
Poutanen et al.2004; Keihänen et al.2004; Sutton et al.2009)
is a fast map-making method that removes correlated low-
frequency noise from the TOD utilizing crossing points, i.e., the
same locations on the sky observed at di� erent times. Correlated
noise is modeled as a sequence of (“uniform”) baselines, i.e.,
constant o� sets in the TOD. High-frequency noise (frequency of
the same order or higher than the inverse of the baseline length)
cannot be modeled this way. Thus the method assumes that the
high-frequency part of the noise is uncorrelated (white noise).

In some implementations, a set of base functions (e.g. low
order Legendre polynomials) is used instead of just the uniform
baseline (Delabrouille1998; Maino et al.2002; Keihänen et al.
2004, 2005), or a spline is �tted to the TOD (Ganga1994).

In this paper we describe one destriping implementation
for making temperature and polarization maps of the sky and
study the residual errors in the maps. This implementation
was originally known as the “Polar” code, and used in the

1 http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=PLANCK

map-making comparison studies of the P����� CTP Working
Group (Poutanen et al.2006; Ashdown et al.2007a, 2007b,
2009). Polar has now been merged into the “Madam” destriping
code. The novel feature in Madam was the introduction of an
optional noise prior (noise �lter) that utilizes prior information
on the noise power spectrum (Keihänen et al.2005). Polar cor-
responds to Madam with the noise prior turned o� . The results
presented in this paper were obtained with the Madam code, with
the noise prior turned o� . We brie�y comment on the e� ect of
the noise prior in Sect.8. The use and e� ect of the noise prior
will be described in detail in Keihänen et al. (2009).

Destriping errors have been previously analyzed by Stompor
& White (2004) and Efstathiou (2005, 2007).

The TOD can be considered as a sum of signal+ white
noise + correlated (“1/ f ”) noise. If there were no correlated
noise, the optimal way to produce a map would be a simple
binning of the TOD samples onto map pixels. (We do not ad-
dress here the question of correcting for the e� ect of the instru-
ment beam. “Deconvolution” map-making methods that correct
for the e� ect of the beam shape have been developed, Burigana
& Saéz2003; Armitage & Wandelt2004; Harrison et al.2008,
but tend to be computationally very resource intensive. They also
alter the noise properties of the maps in a way that is di� cult to
follow in CMB angular power spectrum estimation.) Thus the
task of a map-making method is to remove the correlated noise
as well as possible, with as little e� ect on the signal and white
noise as possible. The di� erence of the output map from the
binned signal+ white noise map is thus the residual map to con-
sider to judge the quality of the output map. We divide this resid-
ual into six components: unmodeled 1/ f noise, 1/ f baseline
error, white noise reference baselines, white noise baseline er-
ror, pixelization noise reference baselines, and pixelization noise
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can be viewed as the “goal” of baseline estimation. Subtracting
them from the full TOD gives us a TOD stream

y Š Far = s+ w + (nc Š Far) , (39)

which contains, beside the signal and the white noise, only the
part(nc Š Far) of correlated noise that cannot be represented in
terms of baselines. We call thisunmodeled1/ f noise.

The actual cleaned TOD that results from destriping, can
now be written as

d = yŠFaout = s+wŠFAw+(nc Š Far)ŠF (Anc Š ar)ŠFAs, (40)

where the residual 1/ f noise is split into the unmodeled
1/ f noise and the 1/ f baseline error, Anc Š ar = (A Š R) nc.
Thus, altogether, there are three contributions to missing the goal
of baseline estimation,

aout Š ar = Aw + (A Š R) nc + As, (41)

white noise baselines, 1/ f baseline error, and signal baselines.
Unlike the solved baseline contributionsAn, the reference

baselinesRn do not involve the pointing matrix (except for the
case of pixelization noise), so the di� erences between them are
related to how the scanning strategy connects the baselines with
crossing points. Thus, for analyzing errors, it is useful to sep-
arate also the white noise baselines into white noise reference
baselines and white noise baseline error,Aw = Rw + (A Š R)w;
and likewise the signal baselines into reference baselines of pix-
elization noise and signal baseline errorAs = RZs+ (A ŠR)Zs.

The white noise baseline error stream (A Š R)w is un-
correlated with the white noise reference baseline streamRw.
To show this, we note that

RCwAT = RCw

�
I Š BTPT

�
CŠ1

w FDŠ1

= DŠ1 Š RPBFDŠ1

= DŠ1 Š
�
FTCŠ1

w F
�Š1 �

FTCŠ1
w F Š D

�
DŠ1

=
�
FTCŠ1

w F
�Š1

= RCwRT, (42)

so that
�
(Rw) ((A Š R)w)T

�
= RCwAT Š RCwRT = 0. (43)

5.2. Approximation to solved baselines

The solved baselinesaout can now be written as

aout = ar + As+ Aw + A(nc Š Far)

= ar +
�
FTCŠ1

w ZF
�Š1

FTCŠ1
w Zs

+
�
FTCŠ1

w ZF
�Š1

FTCŠ1
w Zw

+
�
FTCŠ1

w ZF
�Š1

FTCŠ1
w Z(nc Š Far) (44)

(up to an overall constant), so that

FTCŠ1
w ZF(aout Š ar) = FTCŠ1

w Zs+ FTCŠ1
w Zw

+ FTCŠ1
w Z(nc Š Far). (45)

For the TOD streamsF(aout Š ar), w, andnc Š Far there should
be no signi�cant correlations between the samples from di� erent
circles that hit the same pixel. (If the baseline length is longer
than one scanning circle, this statement is limited to the samples
that come from di� erent baseline segments forF(aout Š ar) and
nc Š Far .) Therefore, for a large number of hits, the e� ect of the

PB part ofZ tends to average out, leaving theI part dominant,
and we can approximateZ 	 I , leading toA 	 R, for these
terms. We get the approximation

aout 	 ar + Rw + RZs. (46)

Comparing to Eq. (41), we note that in Eq. (46) white noise
baselines are approximated by white noise reference baselines,
1/ f baseline error is ignored, and signal baselines are approxi-
mated by the reference baselines of pixelization noise. Thus, for
a good scanning, the solved baselinesaout should track the ref-
erence baselines of instrument noise+ pixelization noise.

5.3. Division

The e� ect of destriping on the white noise is just harmful for
the maps (we elaborate on this in Sect.6), so the relevant time
domain residual is

d Š sŠ w = nc Š Faout

= ŠFAw+ (nc Š FAnc) Š FAs. (47)

It consists of three components:

1. white noise baselines;
2. residual 1/ f noise;
3. and signal baselines;

which are uncorrelated with each other.
Each component can be further divided into two parts:

d Š sŠ w = ŠFRw Š F(A Š R)w
+ (nc Š Far) Š F(Anc Š ar)
Š FRZsŠ F(A Š RZ)s. (48)

We call these six components:

1 ) white noise reference baselines;
1� ) white noise baseline error;
2 ) unmodeled 1/ f noise;
2� ) 1/ f baseline error;
3 ) reference baselines of pixelization noise;
3� ) signal baseline error.

Of these components, 1 , 1� , 2 and 3 are uncorrelated with each
other. This division forms the basis of the discussion in the rest
of this paper. Approximation (46) corresponds to ignoring the
� -components. Components 1 and 2 are independent of scan-
ning strategy, which makes their properties easier to understand.
The � -components are related to how the baselines are solved
using crossing points and thus couple to the scanning strategy in
a complicated manner.

We turn now to our results with simulated data to see how
this comes out in practice, �rst for the noise part, and then for
the signal part.

In Fig. 10 we show a part of the simulated (1/ f + white)
noise streamn, both the reference and solved baselines,FRn and
FAn, and their di� erenceF(RŠA)n = F(A ŠR)nc + F(A ŠR)w,
for tbase= 15 s.

We consider now separately the white noise and 1/ f noise
parts.

5.4. White noise baselines

From Tables2 and3 we see that the white noise baselines track
their reference baselines well.The white noise reference base-
lines are just white noise themselves, their variance� 2

wr down
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Fig. 10.First 15 minutes of the (1/ f + white) noise stream (grey) and its
reference (black solid) and solved (black dashed) tbase= 15 s baselines.
Note that these two baseline curves are nearly on top of each other. The
di� erence of the curves is plotted as theredcurve and corresponds to the
scale on the right. This represents the error in the approximation (46),
except for the signal contribution to it.

Table 2.Statistics of the white noise baselines.

tbase Eq. (29) � wr (reference) � wb (solved)
(µK) (µK) (µK)

2.5 s 194.856 194.845 195.115
15 s 79.550 79.551 79.631

1 min 39.775 39.766 39.808
1 h 5.135 5.130 5.399

Table 3.Stdev� we of white noise baseline error.

tbase a andb (a + b)/ 2 (a Š b)/ 2
(µK) (µK) (µK)

2.5 s 10.244 5.916 8.354
15 s 3.595 2.063 2.944

1 min 1.854 1.066 1.517
1 h 1.719 0.989 1.406

from the white noise variance� 2 by nbase. The white noise base-
line variance

� 2
wb 	 � 2

wr =
� 2

nbase
=

�
fx

fc

�
� 2 =

� 2

fstbase
, (49)

is slightly larger. Table2 shows the standard deviation (square
root of the variance) of the baselines,� wr and� wb.

In Table3 we give the standard deviation� we of the white
noise baseline error. We show it also for the average and the dif-
ference between the two polarization directionsa andb, which
represent the contribution of this e� ect to the temperature and
polarization measurements.

The white noise reference baselines are completely uncor-
related with each other. This is not true for the solved white
noise baselines. The di� erence, the baseline errors, show sig-
ni�cant autocorrelation, see Figs.11and12, and correlation be-
tween detectors 19 and 22, see Table4. Although the white noise
baseline variance is not much larger than the white noise refer-
ence baseline variance, these correlations make the di� erence
between them important.

These correlation properties are easy to understand. While
the amplitude of the reference baseline arises from the noise of
the baseline segment itself, the error (A Š R)w is caused by the
noise in the crossing baselines. Since the baseline segments that

Fig. 11. Autocorrelation function for the white noise baseline error
(A Š R)w for tbase = 1 h (black), 1 min (red), 15 s (green), 2.5 s
(blue). The solid lines are for the “temperature” baselines (a + b)/ 2
and thedashedlines are for the “polarization” baselines (a Š b)/ 2. For
the tbase = 15 s and 2.5 s cases, only lags that are multiples of 1 min
(	 the spin period) are included.

Fig. 12. Autocorrelation function for the white noise baseline error
(A Š R)w for tbase= 2.5 s and detector 19a.

Table 4.Correlations between detectors 19 and 22.

tbase (a + b)/ 2 (a Š b)/ 2 Overlap
2.5 s 0.826 –0.003 0.793
15 s 0.901 0.005 0.966

1 min 0.925 –0.011 0.991
1 h 0.998 –0.013 0.99986

are separated from each other by an integer number of spin pe-
riods, and not too many pointing periods, cross almost the same
set of other baseline segments, often in the same pixels, their
baseline errors (A ŠR)w are strongly correlated with each other.

In Fig. 12we show the autocorrelation function of (A Š R)w
for the casetbase = 2.5 s. For short lags, only baselines whose
lag is a multiple of 1 min (	 the spin period) show signi�cant
correlation with each other. For longer lags this distinction dis-
appears due to random spin rate variations. Since these variations
have a rms which is about 1/ 60 of the spin rate, for lags around
30 min any one of the baseline segments within a spin period

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912361&pdf_id=10
http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912361&pdf_id=11
http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912361&pdf_id=12
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Fig. 13.First 10 min of the 1/ f noise streamnc together with its solved
and reference baselines fortbase = 1 min. The di� erence between the
1/ f noise and its reference baselines is the unmodeled 1/ f noise.

is about equally likely to land on a given location of the scan
circle. The correlation between two baselines that land on the
same location of the circle is much larger (presumably similar to
the tbase = 1 min and 1 h cases), but the way we calculate the
autocorrelation function (in time domain, not in the spin phase
domain) is not able to pick this out.

Also, since the corresponding baseline segments from the
horns 19 and 22 are only� scan3.1� = 0.517 s shifted from each
other, they crossed almost the same set of other baseline seg-
ments, and are thus strongly correlated. The overlap fraction
1 Š 0.517 s/ tbaseis given in Table4. Note that this number does
not take into account that the hits from the two horns may still
be distributed di� erently to the pixels in the overlap region.

More exactly, the “temperature” combinations (a + b)/ 2
of (A Š R)w are strongly correlated between 19 and 22, whereas
the “polarization” combinations (a Š b)/ 2 are not. The polariza-
tion directions of theab pairs 19 and 22 di� er from each other
by 44.8� making their polarization measurements (a Š b)/ 2 al-
most orthogonal. Thus they also pick almost orthogonal error
combinations from the crossing baseline segments, and remain
uncorrelated. This also explains why the stdev of the “polar-
ization baseline error” is larger than the “temperature” one in
Table3. In e� ect, only half of the crossing baseline pairsabcon-
tribute to determining an (a Š b)/ 2 baseline combination, so the
number of degrees of freedom is down by 1/ 2 and the variance
thus larger by 2.

5.5. Residual 1/f noise

Figure13shows the 1/ f part of the noisenc, its reference base-
lines ar and the solved 1/ f baselines,Anc. The di� erence be-
tween these two sets of baselines, 1/ f baseline error, is shown
in Fig. 14.

The 1/ f noise can be separated into reference baselines and
unmodeled 1/ f noise,nc = Far + (nc Š Far ). When we sep-
arate the 1/ f baseline error, (A Š R)nc into the corresponding
components,

(A Š R)nc = (A Š R)Far + A(nc Š Far), (50)

we note that the �rst term on the right hand side gives the same
contribution to each baseline (=Š the mean of the 1/ f noise),
and is thus irrelevant. Thus the 1/ f baseline error arises from

Fig. 14. The 1/ f baseline error, i.e., the di� erence between the solved
and reference 1/ f baselinesFAnc Š Far. The top panelshows the case
for tbase = 1 h (red), 15 min (green), and 4 min (blue) from the �rst
10 h and from another set of 10 h from the second month of the sim-
ulation.The bottom panelshows the case fortbase = 1 min (red), 15 s
(green), and 5 s (blue) from the �rst 10 min and from another set of
10 min from the second month of the simulation. The horizontal line at
9.86 µK shows the mean di� erence that is due to the nonzero mean of
the 1/ f noise. Only the deviations from this mean are signi�cant.

the unmodeled 1/ f noise, in the same manner as white noise
baseline error (A Š R)w arises from white noise. (The reference
baselines of unmodeled 1/ f noise are zero).

5.5.1. Unmodeled 1/f noise

Since baselines can only model frequencies� fx � 1/ (2tbase) and
do it better for lower frequencies, the power spectrum of the un-
modeled 1/ f noisenc ŠFar is equal to that ofnc for f 
 fx and
falls rapidly towards smallerf for f < fx. See Fig.15.

Since the reference baselinesar are obtained from the
streamnc, the power spectrumPu( f ) of the unmodeled 1/ f noise
nc Š Far can be obtained from the power spectrumPc( f ) of nc
through a transfer function,

Pu( f ) = H( f )Pc( f ). (51)

This transfer function is

H( f ) =
�
1 Š

sin2(� f tbase)
(� f tbase)2

� 2

· (52)

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912361&pdf_id=13
http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912361&pdf_id=14
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Fig. 15.Power spectrumPc( f ) of the 1/ f noise (black) and its unmod-
eled partPu( f ) (red), for tbase = 1 min. Theblue line is an analytical
estimate corresponding to Eqs. (32), (51), and (52).

Table 5.Stdev� u of the unmodeled 1/ f Stream.

tbase Eq. (56) Eq. (51) Actual
(µK) (µK) (µK)

7.5 s 115.9 103.1 121.7
15 s 147.8 131.7 154.1

1 min 240.0 214.4 250.3
1 h 1006.0 897.3 938.0

For f � fx, H( f ) � f 4, so the slope ofPu( f ) is 4Š for f � fx.
We get a rough estimate of the total power innc Š Far by in-

tegrating the originalPc( f ) from fx to fc and (f / fx)4Pc( f ) from
fmin to fx,

� 2
u 	

� fx

fmin

�
f
fx

� 4

Pc( f )df +
� fc

fx
Pc( f )df

	

�
�
�

1
5 Š 

+
1

 Š 1

�
������1 Š

�
fx

fc

�  Š1�
������

�
�
� � 2 fk

fc

�
fk
fx

�  Š1

= � 2
�

fk
fc

� 
�
�
�

1
5 Š 

�
fc
fx

�  Š1

+
1

 Š 1

�
������

�
fc
fx

�  Š1

Š 1

�
������

�
�
� . (53)

For  = 1 this becomes

� 2
u 	 � 2

�
fk
fc

� �
1
4

+ ln
fc
fk

�
· (54)

For our case, = 1.7, � = 2700µK, and we can approximate

1 Š
�

fx

fc

�  Š1

	 1, (55)

so that Eq. (53) gives

� u 	 57.3 µK tbase(s)0.35 � t( Š1)/ 2
base . (56)

In Table 5 we compare this approximation to a numerical in-
tegration of Eq. (51) and the actual standard deviation� u of
nc Š Far from our simulated data. The last column is� u cal-
culated from the �rst 16 h of the simulated LFI-19a 1/ f stream.
We see that Eq. (56) is an underestimate. An exception to this
is the 1-h-baseline case; this is explained by the simulated noise
having less power at low frequencies than the noise model.

Table 6.Stdev� ub of the 1/ f Baseline Error.

tbase a andb (a + b)/ 2 (a Š b)/ 2
(µK) (µK) (µK)

5 s 1.790 0.995 1.486
15 s 1.894 1.075 1.557

1 min 1.404 0.765 1.177
1 h 1.360 0.726 1.142

Fig. 16.Same as Fig.11, but now for the 1/ f noise baseline error.

5.5.2. 1/f baseline error

Since the unmodeled 1/ f noise is correlated, the properties of
1/ f baseline errors di� er from white noise baseline errors. Over
timescales� tbasethe unmodeled 1/ f is positively correlated, but
since it averages to zero over each baseline segment, there is a
net anticorrelation.

From Fig.14 we see for short baselines a spin-synchronous
pattern. For baselines oftbase = 1 min, the remaining pattern
shows a 3-min period that comes from spin-axis nutation. For
even longer baselines the long-time-scale correlation shows up
clearly. 1/ f baseline error decreases for longer baselines, but
much less steeply than white noise baseline error. See Table6,
where we show the standard deviation� ub of the 1/ f baseline
errorAnc Š Rnc.

Figure16 shows the 1/ f baseline error autocorrelation. For
white noise baseline error we noted that we get a correlation for
nearby baselines since they often cross the same other baseline
in the same pixel. Since unmodeled 1/ f noise is positively corre-
lated over short timescales, it is not necessary for this crossing to
occur in the same pixel to get the positive correlation. Therefore
we now get positive correlations for even longer timescales. This
makes 1/ f baseline error more important than its small vari-
ance suggests, since it is not averaged away when binned onto
the map.

In Fig. 17 we show the 1/ f baseline error fortbase = 1 h
over the full year of the simulation for the detector pair 19. The
e� ect of the 6-month period of the cycloidal scanning is clearly
visible.

5.6. Noise power spectra

We show the power spectra of the cleaned (destriped) noise
streamsnŠFAnfor di� erent baseline lengths in Fig.18. They are

http://dexter.edpsciences.org/applet.php?DOI=10.1051/0004-6361/200912361&pdf_id=15
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Fig. 17. The 1/ f baseline error,FAnc Š Far , for 1-h baselines for the
full 1-year simulation. We show the sum (red) and the di� erence (blue)
between the two polarization directions. The times when ring crossings
occur near the corners of the caustics around the ecliptic poles are cen-
tered roughly around hours 240, 1950, 4610, and 6340. Correlations in
baseline amplitudes are enhanced near these times.

Fig. 18.E� ect of baseline subtraction on the noise power spectrum. The
solid blackline is the spectrum of the original noise streamn. Thecol-
oredlines show the spectra of cleaned noise streams for di� erent base-
line lengths.Solid lines are for the case of subtracting the solved base-
lines,nŠFAn, and thedashedlines for subtracting reference baselines,
n Š FRn.

compared to the spectrum of the original noise streamn and the
spectra where noise reference baselines are subtracted instead,
n Š FRn.

Subtraction of baselines suppresses noise atf <� 1/ tbase. For
lower frequencies the noise is suppressed more, as baselines can
model the lower frequencies better. When reference baselines are
subtracted, the noise power keeps going down toward lower fre-
quencies; however the solved baselines seem to be able to sup-
press noise power about 6 orders of magnitude only.

For shorter baselines, spectral features appear at special fre-
quencies. They do not appear when reference baselines are sub-
tracted, so they are clearly related to the scanning strategy.
1) There are peaks atf = 1/min and f = 1/(3 min) correspond-
ing to the spin and nutation frequencies, and their harmonics.

Fig. 19.E� ect of subtracting both the white noise and the 1/ f baselines
on the power spectrum of the 1/ f noise. Thesolid black line is the
original 1/ f spectrum. Thesolid coloredlines show the power spectra
of nc Š FAn and thedasheslines the power spectra ofnc Š FRn.

2) There is a notch in power atf = 1/h, corresponding to the re-
pointing period, and its harmonics. These are easy to understand:

The solved baselines come from a noise estimate based on
subtracting from each sample the average of all samples that
hit the same pixel. Consider an ideal scanning where the same
pixel sequence is hit during each spin period within a repointing
period:

1) If the spin period is equal to or a multiple of the period of
a noise frequency component, all samples hitting the same
pixel during a given repointing period get the same value
from this noise component. Thus this noise component can
be detected as noise (and not signal) only by comparing hits
from di� erent repointing periods, resulting in a much poorer
noise estimate.

2) On the other hand, if the repointing period is equal to or a
multiple of the noise period, but the spin period is not, then
the di� erent samples hitting the same pixel average to zero.
This noise component is then recognized as noise in its en-
tirety, and the solved baseline becomes equal to the reference
baseline.

Since in our simulation the scanning deviated from ideal, these
features are weakened, but still clearly visible.

As mentioned in Sects.1 and5.3 and elaborated in Sect.6,
the relevant residual noise is the streamnc Š FAn where both
white noise and 1/ f baselines are subtracted from the 1/ f noise
stream. This is shown in Fig.19. The subtraction of the white
noise baselines has added power to the cleaned 1/ f stream. At
low frequencies the spectrum appears now white, since the white
noise reference baseline stream is white at timescales longer
thantbase. The power of the baseline error rises towards the low-
est frequencies and shows up below 5× 10Š5 Hz. The subtraction
of uniform baselines from the noise stream has a chopping e� ect
that transforms a part of the low frequency,f < 1/ tbase, power
into high frequency,f >� 1/ tbase.

5.7. Optimal baseline length

What is the optimal baseline length to use? A partial answer can
be found by minimizing the variance of the residual correlated
noise, i.e., the residual noise minus the original white noise,

nc ŠFAn = (nc ŠFRnc) ŠFRwŠF(A ŠR)wŠF(A ŠR)nc. (57)
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Fig. 20.Pixelization noise. Inthe top panelwe show a piece of the orig-
inal signal streams (black) and the pixelized signal streamPBs (red).
Their di� erenceZs = sŠ PBs is the pixelization noise (bottom panel).

The variances of the four components are� 2
u, � 2

wr , � 2
we, and� 2

ub.
The �rst three components are uncorrelated, so that their total
variance is� 2

u + � 2
wr + � 2

we. Since� 2
we and� 2

ub are much smaller
than� 2

u + � 2
wr , we make the approximation where we drop the

last two components.
Using Eqs. (49) and (53) we �nd that � 2
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For  = 1 this becomes
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1

2tbase
= fk (60)

and
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�
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+ ln
fc
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�
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· (61)

For fk = 50 mHz and = 1.7 this givestbase= 8.93 s, for which 
� 2

wr + � 2
u = 0.05936� = 160.3 µK. This result does not take

into account baseline errors and signal baselines (see Sect.5.8).
However, because of the di� erent correlation properties of

the di� erent residuals, they have a di� erent impact in map-
making, and it is not enough to consider the time-domain vari-
ance. So we need to return to this issue later, after we have stud-
ied the residuals in the map domain and their angular power
spectra.

5.8. Pixelization noise and signal baselines

Pixelization noise,Zs � s Š PBs, arises from signal gradients
through a combination of pixelization, scanning strategy, and
sampling frequency. These lead to correlations between close-by
samples, and also correlations between samples from the same
locations on the sky which are not close to each other in time
domain.

In Fig. 20 we show a short piece of the pixelization noise.
Its autocorrelation function is shown in Fig.21. We see that

Fig. 21.Autocorrelation function of the pixelization noise. Note the al-
ternating correlation and anticorrelation for small lags, and the correla-
tions at 1 min lag, when the scanning returns to the same location on
the sky. Due to spin rate variations the correlations are spread around
the 1 min value, and more around 2 min.

neighboring samples (lag= 1 = (1/ 76.8) s) are anticorre-
lated, whereas we have a positive correlation for lag= 2. The
power spectrum is close to that of white noise, except that
there are some features near the Nyquist frequency due to these
correlations.

Comparing the pixel size� p = 6.87� to the sample separation
� s = 4.68� and remembering that the scanning direction is mostly
close to the direction of the pixel diagonal (both are often close
to the ecliptic meridians), so that the pixel geometry tends to
repeat at�

�
2� p = 9.71� intervals, close to 2� s = 9.38�, we

see that a pair of samples with lag 2 tends to land in about the
same relative location within their respective pixels. With this
small separation there is a positive correlation in the CMB signal
gradient (smoothed with the beam). These combine to give a
positive correlation between lag 2 samples. On the other hand,
neighboring samples often land at opposite sides of the same
pixel, or of neighboring pixels, leading to a negative correlation
in their pixelization noise. These correlations would be di� erent
for di� erent ratios of sample separation to pixel size.

Since the pixelization noise arises from the signal, we ana-
lyze it in the combinationss+ � (sa + sb)/ 2 (“temperature”) and
sŠ � (sa Š sb)/ 2 (“polarization”), so that

s+ = I and sŠ = Qcos 2� a + U sin 2� a. (62)

Each of thes+ and sŠ time streams containsnt/ 2 samples. For
the ideal detectors considered here,s+ arises from gradients in
the intensity of the signal, andsŠ from gradients in the polariza-
tion of the signal. We assume the signal is statistically isotropic,
and thatCEB


 = 0.
We �nd that the expectation value for the variance of the

pixelization noise is

� 2
p(temp) 	 (� Š � )

�
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8�
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 C
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16�
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�
(63)
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Fig. 22. Pixelization noise rms in map pixels for the two 10� ×
10� regions.

where

� =
1
nt

�

p

�

t� p

|rt|2, � =
1
nt

�

p

1
nhit,p

�

tt� � p

rt · rt� , (64)

and rt � nt Š up. Here nt is the unit vector giving the point-
ing (� t, 	 t) of samplet, and up is the unit vector pointing to
the center of the pixelp hit by samplet. The approximation in
Eq. (63) is the small-pixel approximation|rt| � 1. For� p(pol)
we have also assumed an optimal distribution of polarization di-
rections� t within each pixel.

This result, Eq. (63), can be compared to the variance of the
signal itself

� 2
s(temp)� � I (n)I (n)� =
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CTT
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s(pol) � � Q(n)Q(n)� = �U(n)U(n)�

=
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2
 + 1
8�

�
CEE


 + CBB



�
. (65)

Assuming the pixels are perfect squares, in the limit of a large
number of hitsnhit,p uniformly distributed over the pixel we get

� 	
� p

6
and � � � . (66)

Since HEALPix pixels are not square, but somewhat elongated,
we expect the actual� Š � to be somewhat larger. In principle
it can be calculated from the pointing data for a chosen pixeliza-
tion.

For our inputC
 , setting� Š � = � p/ 6, Eqs. (63) and (65)
give� s(temp)= 100.792µK, � p(temp)= 13.332µK, � s(pol) =
2.530µK, and� p(pol) = 0.781µK.

The actual pixelization noise level in the simulation was
� p(temp)= 13.516µK and� p(pol) = 0.776µK.

By de�nition, a binned map of pixelization noise vanishes,
BZs = BsŠ BPBs = 0. Instead we can make a map of the rms
of the pixelization noise at each pixel, by squaring each element
of Zs, binning the resulting time stream into a map, and taking
the square root of eachI pixel. See Fig.22. Comparing to Fig.3
we see that pixels of large pixelization noise tend to “outline”
hot and cold spots of the signal.

Signal baselines arise from the pixelization noise in the same
manner as white noise baselines arise from white noise, and
we can divide them into the reference baselines of pixeliza-
tion noise, and signal baseline errors,As = RZs + (A Š RZ)s.

Table 7.Stdev of contributions to signal baselines.

tbase Eq. (67) RZs (A Š RZ)s As As (G)
(µK) (µK) (µK) (µK) (µK)

temperature stream (a + b)/ 2
2.5 s 0.962 0.972 0.672 1.297 . . .
5 s 0.680 0.686 0.300 0.831 . . .
15 s 0.393 0.396 0.121 0.461 . . .

1 min 0.196 0.200 0.075 0.248 0.243
1 h 0.136 0.075 0.199 0.196

polarization stream (a Š b)/ 2
2.5 s 0.0564 0.0560 0.0277 0.0701 . . .
5 s 0.0399 0.0396 0.0145 0.0476 . . .
15 s 0.0230 0.0229 0.0068 0.0269 . . .

1 min 0.0115 0.0115 0.0043 0.0144 0.0147
1 h 0.0083 0.0043 0.0120 0.0124

Approximating the pixelization noise as white, we get an esti-
mate for the standard deviation (stdev) ofRZs

� pr(temp)	
� p(temp)

�
nbase

	 1.521µK tbase(s)Š1/ 2,

� pr(pol) 	
� p(pol)
�

nbase
	 0.0891µK tbase(s)Š1/ 2. (67)

In Table 7 we show the stdev of the signal baselinesAs and
their two contributionsRZs (reference baselines of pixelization
noise) and (A Š RZ)s (signal baseline error), and compare them
to the estimate (67) for RZs. We see the estimate is quite good
for RZs. The estimate is slightly o� mainly because the ac-
tual pixelization noise was slightly larger for temperature and
slightly smaller for polarization than the analytical estimate (63).
The column marked “(G)” was obtained using galactic coordi-
nates for the HEALPix maps.

In Fig.23we show the autocorrelation functions of the refer-
ence baselines of pixelization noise and the signal baseline error.
Unlike for white noise, now also the reference baselines are cor-
related. This correlation extends over several repointing periods.
These correlations enhance the relevance of the signal baselines
in the map domain.

6. Map domain

Destriping is a linear process. The output map can therefore be
viewed as a sum of component maps, each component map be-
ing a result of destriping one individual TOD component: signal,
1/ f noise and white noise:

mout = B(sŠ FAs) + B(nc Š FAnc) + B(w Š FAw). (68)

As the three TOD components are statistically independent, so
are the corresponding component maps. The expectation value
of the map rms is thus obtained as the root sum square (rss) of
the expectation values of the rms of the component maps.

In this paper we have considered a single 1-year realization
of each TOD component only. There are likely to be random
correlations between the component maps. However, the output
map and residual map rms we get when we produce maps from
the full TOD, agree to better than 0.5% with the rss of the rms
of the corresponding maps produced from component TODs.

6.1. Linearity

In practice the linearity of destriping is a� ected by the numer-
ical accuracy of the baseline calculation, which depends on the
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Fig. 23. Correlations in the signal baselines.The top panelshows the
autocorrelation function of the reference baselinesRZs of pixelization
noise, andthe bottom panelthat of the signal baseline error (A Š RZ)s.
The colors and line styles are as in Fig.11.

convergence criterion for the conjugate gradient iteration. We
checked the linearity by comparing the sum of the component
maps to a map obtained directly from the sum of the compo-
nent TODs. The di� erence is well below the nK level, except for
baselines shorter than 10 s. See Fig.24.

6.2. Splitting the residual map into components

The three component maps can each be further divided into a
binned map and a baseline map.

The correlation properties of these components are di� erent
in the map domain from the TOD domain.

While the white noise baselinesFAw are correlated with the
white noisew in the TOD, the correlation vanishes in the map:
writing

Bw = MŠ1PTCŠ1
w w (69)

BFAw = MŠ1PTCŠ1
w FDŠ1FTCŠ1

w

�
I Š PMŠ1PTCŠ1

w

�
w (70)

we get that

� (Bw)(BFAw)T� = MŠ1PTCŠ1
w �wwT�

�
I Š CŠ1

w PMŠ1PT
�

CŠ1
w FDŠ1FTCŠ1

w PMŠ1. (71)
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Fig. 24.Linearity of destriping. The threethin blacklines at the bottom
shows the rms di� erence between the “full” map, obtained from the sum
of the component TODs, and the sum of the component maps. This is
compared to the signal and noise levels in the maps; di� erentcolors
showing the di� erent components and thethick blackline the full map;
di� erentline stylescorrespond to the three Stokes parameters.

By substituting�wwT� = Cw one readily sees that the correlation
vanishes,

� (Bw)(BFAw)T� = 0. (72)

Because the binned white noise map and the white noise baseline
map are independent, the (expectation value of) the rms of the
residual white noise mapBw Š BFAw is obtained as the rss of
the rms of the two maps.

This means, that while subtracting the white noise baselines
removes power from the TOD, it adds power to the map. If the
noise is pure white, naive binning produces a better map than
destriping. On the other hand, baselines of the 1/ f noise are cor-
related with the 1/ f noise itself both in the TOD and in the map.

We can use the rms value taken over all the residual map
pixels as a �gure-of-merit for the map-making method. We cal-
culate it separately for the three Stokes parameters,I (tempera-
ture),Q, andU. Note that we subtract the I monopole from the
residual map before calculating the rms, since it is irrelevant for
CMB anisotropy and polarization studies, and destriping leaves
a spuriousI monopole in the map. See Figs.25Š27.

The di� erence between the output map and the binned signal
map

mout Š Bs = Bw Š BFAw + B (nc Š FAnc) Š BFAs (73)

is the residual map including binned white noise. We see that it
can be divided into four uncorrelated contributions: the binned
white noise map, the white noise baseline map, the residual
1/ f noise map, and the signal baseline map.

The mout Š Bs I map is shown in Fig.28. This map is dom-
inated by the binned white noise map, which is independent of
the baseline length. Therefore thevisual appearance of the resid-
ual map is the same for all baseline lengths, as it looks the same
as the white noise map. Also the residualQ andU maps look the
same, just with�

�
2 larger amplitude.

The binned white noise map is independent of the baseline
length, and it is an unavoidable component of the residual map,
uncorrelated with the other components. Therefore we focus on
the rest of the residual map, without the binned white noise com-
ponent, i.e.,

mout Š BsŠ Bw = ŠBFAw + B (nc Š FAnc) Š BFAs. (74)
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